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Abstract. The work considers the problem of differential equation parameter identification given
in Hilbert space. Conditions of existence of problem solutions are established. They correspond
to conditions of continuous dependence of solutions of differential equations on parameters. In
case of linear model and space L2 condition means convergence in mean quadratic sense on
aprioric set.
A constructive algorithm of identification problem solution in Hilbert space is developed. It
is based on the considering of the estimation of differential equation solution and it results in
the solving corresponding boundary value problem. The way of its reduction to initial value
problems is offered. One partial case allowing problem solution not only in operator form is
considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When modeling physical and biological processes of real world [9], [10], [11],
[12], [14], [15] problems of search of system parameter estimates which can be ele-
ments of some functional spaces arise. Such models include differential equations
with delay, integro-differential equations. Their theory is presented in works [5], [6].
Some results on parameter identification of these systems were presented in earlier
monographs [2], [13]. Infinite-dimensional minimax problems were displayed in [8],
[17].
Last time there appeared interest on such problems dealing with investigation of
the ”solution semigroup and the structural operators in the initial data space” [3], [7].
As a rule the results are presented ”in terms of the initial values and eigenvectors of
adjoint operator” [7]. Practical applications require more constructive presentations
of the methods in the form of initial or boundary value problems.
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Hence, the purpose of this research is to establish conditions of solution existence
for parameter identification problems given in abstract Hilbert spaces and develop-
ment of constructive algorithms resulting in corresponding boundary value problems.
2. CONDITIONS FOR EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS
IN HILBERT SPACE
In order to solve identification problems in Hilbert space we need to establish some
conditions of existence of solutions of these problems. The conditions that will be
presented are based on the following theoretical background.
Let H be abstract Hilbert space of parameters ˛ which should be identified. Apri-
oric set of parameters G is often described as
G D f˛ 2H W J .˛/ 1g
where J .˛/ ;˛ 2H is some functional. It is natural to choose as aposterioric estimate
for ˛ 2H (denote it as O˛ ) minimum point of functional J .˛/ , that is
O˛ D arg min
˛2GJ .˛/ :
In case of quadratic functional J .˛/ such an estimate corresponds to Chebyshev’s
center.
Thus, firstly let’s establish existence conditions for minimum point of functional
J .˛/.
Definition 1. Functional J .˛/ ;˛ 2H is said to be weakly lower semicontinuous
at point ˛0 if for arbitrary sequence f˛ngnD1;1 which converges weakly to ˛0, that
is 8ˇ 2H .˛n;ˇ/H !
n!1 .˛0;ˇ/H holds
lim
n!1
J .˛n/ J .˛0/ (2.1)
The following result follows from the generalized Weierstrass Theorem ([1], The-
orem 7.3.1)
Theorem 1. Let
(i) G H be bounded and weakly closed set;
(ii) J WH!R is weakly lower semicontinuous.
Then there is point ˛0 2G such that
min
˛2GJ .˛/D J .˛0/
Solving identification problems in Hilbert spaces they consider restrictions given
by functionals of the following form
J .˛/D
Z T
0
.Q.y .t/ Hx .t// ; .y .t/ Hx .t///dt D J1 .x/ (2.2)
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where
Q> 0 (2.3)
is some given positive definite matrix, x .t/ 2 Rn is system state dependent on para-
meter ˛ 2H. Note, that as it follows from (2.3) functional (2.2) is lower continuous
with respect to x 2 Rn. It is left to show that functional (2.2) is weakly lower semi-
continuous with respect to ˛ 2G.
So, in order to prove existence of minimum point of functional J .˛/ of the form
(2.2) (in other words, existence of aposterioric estimate) it is necessary to establish
conditions of continuous dependence x .t/ with respect to ˛.
Consider the following system
dx.t/
dt
DA.t;˛/x .t/
x .t0/D x0 (2.4)
where x .t/ 2 C1 .Œ0;T ;Rn/, A.t;˛/ W Œ0;T G C1 .Œ0;T ;Rn/! C.Œ0;T ;Rn/
is linear operator with respect to x .t/.
Lemma 1. Let operatorA.;/ be linear with respect to x.t/ and is such that
(i) kA.s;˛/k  k .s/ at ˛ 2G;s 2 Œt0;T ;
(ii) for arbitrary x .s/ 2C1 .Œ0;T ;Rn/, arbitrary ˛0 2G and ˛n !
n!1 ˛0 it holds
lim
˛n!˛0
Z t 00
t 0
ŒA.s;˛n/x .s/ A.s;˛0/x .s/ds D 0 (2.5)
Then solution (2.4) x .t/ depends on ˛ 2G continuously.
Proof. Let’s denote solution (2.4) corresponding to parameter ˛ 2H as x .t;˛/.
Further we estimate
kx .t;˛n/ x .t;˛0/k D
D
x .t0;˛n/CZ t
t0
A.s;˛n/x .s;˛n/ds x .t0;˛0/ 
Z t
t0
A.s;˛0/x .s;˛0/ds

 kx .t0;˛n/ x .t0;˛0/kC
Z t
t0
A.s;˛n/x .s;˛n/ds 
Z t
t0
A.s;˛0/x .s;˛0/ds

 kx .t0;˛n/ x .t0;˛0/kC
Z t
t0
A.s;˛n/x .s;˛0/ds 
Z t
t0
A.s;˛0/x .s;˛0/ds
C
C
Z t
t0
A.s;˛n/x .s;˛n/ds 
Z t
t0
A.s;˛n/x .s;˛0/ds

 kx .t0;˛n/ x .t0;˛0/kC
Z t
t0
A.s;˛n/x .s;˛0/ds 
Z t
t0
A.s;˛0/x .s;˛0/ds
C
C
Z t
t0
k .s/kx .s;˛n/ x .s;˛0/kds
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Due to Gronwall lemma
kx .t;˛n/ x .t;˛0/k 


kx .t0;˛n/ x .t0;˛0/kC
Z t
t0
A.s;˛n/x .s;˛0/ds 
Z t
t0
A.s;˛0/x .s;˛0/ds

e
R tt0 k.s/ds
(2.6)
Taking into account (2.5) right side of inequality (2.6) tends to zero as ˛n !
n!1 ˛0.

Corollary 1. If operator A.s;˛/ is linear with respect to ˛ then condition (2.5)
can be rewritten as
lim
˛n!˛0
Z t 00
t 0
kA.s;˛n/ A.s;˛0/kds D 0 (2.7)
Corollary 2. If operator A.s;˛/ is linear with respect to ˛ and doesn’t depend
on t , that isA.s;˛/DA.˛/ then condition (2.5) can be rewritten as
lim
˛n!˛0 kA.˛n/ A.˛0/k D 0 (2.8)
3. LINEAR SYSTEM WITH INTEGRAL KERNEL
Consider the following system which is partial case of (2.4)8<: dx.t/dt D Ax .t/C
tR
0
K .t   s/x .s/ds
x .0/D x0
(3.1)
where A;K.s/ 2 Rnn are matrix and matrix-valued function correspondingly.
Lemma 2. Let matrix-valued function K.s/ belong to set G which satisfies to
(i) for any K0 .s/ 2G and Kn !
n!1K0 we have
lim
n!1
Z T
0
kKn ./ K0 ./k2d D 0 (3.2)
That is we require convergence in strong-quadratic sense.
Then the solution (2.4) x.t/ depends on K ./ 2G continuously.
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Proof. Denote solution of (3.1) corresponding to some integral kernel K ./ as
x .t;K/. Let’s estimate
kx .t;Kn/ x .t;K0/k D
D
 x .0;Kn/C R t0 R t0 Kn .t1  s/x .s;Kn/dsdt1 x .0;K0/ R t0 R t0 K0 .t1  s/x .s;K0/dsdt1C R t0 A.x .t;Kn/ x .t;K0//dt

 kx .0;Kn/ x .0;K0/kCkAk
Z t
0
kx .t;Kn/ x .t;K0/kdtC
C
Z t
0
Z t
0
Kn .t1  s/x .s;Kn/dsdt1 
Z t
0
Z t
0
Kn .t1  s/x .s;K0/dsdt1
C
C
Z t
0
Z t
0
Kn .t1  s/x .s;K0/dsdt1 
Z t
0
Z t
0
K0 .t1  s/x .s;K0/dsdt1

 kx .0;Kn/ x .0;K0/kCkAk
Z t
0
kx .t;Kn/ x .t;K0/kdtC
C
Z t
0
Z t
0
Kn .t1  s/ Œx .s;Kn/ x .s;K0/dsdt1
C
C
Z t
0
Z t
0
ŒKn .t1  s/ K0 .t1  s/x .s;K0/dsdt1
D
D kx .0;Kn/ x .0;K0/kCkAk
Z t
0
kx .t;Kn/ x .t;K0/kdtC
C
Z t
0
Z t
s
Kn .t1  s/dt1 Œx .s;Kn/ x .s;K0/ds
C
C
Z t
0
Z t
s
ŒKn .t1  s/ K0 .t1  s/dt1x .s;K0/ds

(3.3)
Further we use the following estimates
(a) Z t
0
Z t
s
Kn .t1  s/dt1 Œx .s;Kn/ x .s;K0/ds


Z t
0
Z t
s
jKn .t1  s/jdt1 Œx .s;Kn/ x .s;K0/ds



Z T
0
jKn ./jd

Z t
0
kx .s;Kn/ x .s;K0/kds
(3.4)
Due to Cauchy-Bunyakovsky inequality
Z T
0
jKn ./jd
 T
Z T
0
kKn ./k2d D TM (3.5)
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where
R T
0 kKn ./k2d DM <1 due to condition (3.2), we can continue (3.4) asZ t
0
Z t
s
Kn .t1  s/dt1 Œx .s;Kn/ x .s;K0/ds

 TM
Z t
0
kx .s;Kn/ x .s;K0/kds
(3.6)
(b)
Z t
0
Z t
s
ŒKn .t1  s/ K0 .t1  s/dt1x .s;K0/ds


Z t
0
Z t
s
ŒKn .t1  s/ K0 .t1  s/dt1
kx .s;K0/kds 

Z t
0
Z t
s
kKn .t1  s/ K0 .t1  s/k2dt1 .t1  s/kx .s;K0/kds 

Z T
0
Z T
0
kKn .t1  s/ K0 .t1  s/k2dt1T kx .s;K0/kds
(3.7)
Applying (3.6) and (3.7) in (3.3) we get
kx .t;Kn/ x .t;K0/k 
 kx .0;Kn/ x .0;K0/kCkAk
Z t
0
kx .t;Kn/ x .t;K0/kdtC
CTM
Z t
0
kx .s;Kn/ x .s;K0/kdsC
C
Z T
0
Z T
0
kKn .t1  s/ K0 .t1  s/k2dt1T kx .s;K0/kds
(3.8)
Using in (3.8) Gronwall lemma we get
kx .t;Kn/ x .t;K0/k 
 .kx .0;Kn/ x .0;K0/kC
C T
Z T
0
Z T
0
kKn .t1  s/ K0 .t1  s/k2dt1 kx .s;K0/kds
!
e.kAkCTM/t
(3.9)
By virtue to (3.2) right side of (3.9) tends to zero as n!1. 
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4. ESTIMATION PROBLEMS IN HILBERT SPACE
Consider identification problem of system
dx
dt
D f .t;x;˛/C
tZ
t0
g .t; s;x .s/ ;ˇ/ds (4.1)
x .t0/D x0 (4.2)
where x .t/ 2 Rn, ˛ 2H1, ˇ 2H2. Here H1;H2 are abstract Hilbert spaces. Intro-
duce denotions
f1 .t;x;/D f .t;x;˛/C
tZ
t0
g .t; s;x .s/ ;ˇ/ds;  D

˛
ˇ

:
Assume that values of parameters ˛ and ˇ are unknown and their aprioric sets (G˛
and Gˇ respectively) are only given. Consider the following problems.
Problem 1. Knowing values of function x.s/ and dx.s/
ds
, s T with some unknown
error, find estimates of parameters ˛ and ˇ.
Problem 2. For given function y.t/ such that
y .t/D h.t;x .t//C.t/ ; t0  t  T; where y 2 Rm;
h is known vector-valued function, .t/ is some unknown function belonging to set
G from space L2 .t0;T / find estimates of parameters ˛ and ˇ , and estimate of
function x.s/, s  T .
Firstly note that these problems are covered by problems of estimation of differ-
ential equation solutions in Hilbert spaces.
Indeed if we introduce function .t/ with values in HDH1H2 as solution of
equation
d
dt
D 0; .t0/D ;
then we get system of equations
dx .t/
dt
D f1 .s;x .s/ ; .s// ;
x .t0/D x0;
d
dt
D 0; .t0/D :
(4.3)
Thus in case of Problem 1 we should find an estimate .t/ as solution of differential
equation observing x .t/ ; t0 < t < T satisfying equation (4.1).
In case of the Problem 2 the problem of estimation of  and x.s/ is reduced to
estimate of differential equation solution in Hilbert space RnH.
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Hence it is reasonable to investigate problems on estimation of differential equa-
tion solution parameters in Hilbert space firstly.
Firstly consider case of linear differential equation on H
dx
dt
DA.t/x .t/CB .t/f1 .t/
x .t0/D x0;
(4.4)
whereA.t/ 2 L.H;H/ , f1.t/ is unknown function from L2 ..t0;T / ;F1/ , where F1
is some Hilbert space, B .t/ 2 L.F1;H/, norms kA.t/k and kB .t/k are continuous
functions, x0 is unknown vector from H.
Note we mean solution of the following integral equation as generalized solution
of equation (4.4)
x .t/D
tZ
t0
A.s/x .s/dsC
tZ
t0
B .s/f1 .s/ds
Such solution exists and is unique (it was proved in [16]). Besides that, let observa-
tions are given
y .t/DH .t;y ./ ;x .//CD.t/f2 .t/
where F2;Y are Hilbert spaces, kD .t/k is continuous with respect to t , f2 is un-
known function from space F2,H .t;y ./ ;x .// depends on observations y.s/, s < t
and at fixed t and y is mapping the space H into Y .
Also let triple .x0;f1 ./ ;f2 .// belong to some set G of Hilbert space H
L2 ..t0;T / ;F1/L2 ..t0;T / ;F2/.
Definition 2. Aposterioric estimate of vector Sx .T / , where S 2 L.H;F3/ , F3 is
Hilbert space is vector S Ox .T / , where Ox .T / is solution of equation
d Ox
dt
DA.t/ Ox .t/CB .t/ Of1 .t/ ;
Ox .t0/D Ox0;
and pair

Ox0; Of1

belongs to aposterioric set Gy determined by the following way
Gy D
n
.x0;f1/ W .x0;f1;f2/ 2G.1/y
o
;
where
G.1/y D f.x0;f1;f2/ W .x0;f1;f2/ 2G;y .t/DH .t;y ./ ;x .//CD .t/f2 .t/ ; t0  t  T g
It is obvious that ifH .t;y ./ ;x .// is continuous mapping with respect to x and
set G is bounded then aposterioric set is also bounded.
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Remark 1. If Ox0 , Of1 are aposteriric estimates of vectors x0 and f1 correspondingly
then inequality holds
k Ox0 x0k2C
 Of1 f121=2  sup
.x0;f1/2Gy

k Ox0 x0k2C
 Of1 f121=2 D  .1/a
On the other hand for minimax aposterioric estimatesOOx0,OOf1 determined by equality
inf
Ox0; Of1

2Gy
sup
.x0;f1/2Gy

k Ox0 x0k2C
 Of1 f121=2 
 sup
.x0;f1/2Gy
OOx0 x02COOf1 f121=2 D a
the following ineqality holds
a   .1/a :
Remark 2. Let G be bounded closed set. Then
sup
.x0;f1/2Gy

k Ox0 x0k2C
 Of1 f121=2D sup
.l1;l1/C.l2;l2/1
h
lC
ˇˇˇ
L
 Of   OL.f /ˇˇˇi1=2
where
l D 1
2
"
sup
Gy
L.f /  inf
Gy
L.f /
#
OL.f /D 1
2
"
sup
Gy
L.f /C inf
Gy
L.f /
#
L.f /D .l1;x0/C .l2;f1/
L
 Of D .l1; Ox0/Cl2; Of1
Proof. Since
k Ox0 x0k2C
 Of1 f12 D sup
.l1;l1/C.l2;l2/1
h
L
 Of  L.f /i2
then
 .1/a D sup
.l1;l1/C.l2;l2/1
sup
f 2Gy
ˇˇˇ
L
 Of  L.f /ˇˇˇ
Note that L.f / is changing within
inf
Gy
L.f / L.f / sup
Gy
L.f /
or ˇˇˇ
L.f /  OL.f /
ˇˇˇ
 l

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Remark 3. Let set Gy be bounded and closed, and also centrally symmetric with
respect to vector Nx0; Nf1 (that is if
 
x0  Nx0;f1  Nf1
2Gy then  x0  Nx0;f1  Nf12
Gy also). Then it is easy seen that
sup
Gy
L.f /D sup
QGy
L.f /CL  Nf 
inf
Gy
L.f /D sup
QGy
L.f /CL  Nf 
where QGy D Gy  
  Nx0; Nf0 and is centrally symmetric with respect to zero and it
implies
 .1/a D sup
.l1;l1/C.l2;l2/1
24sup
QGy
L.f /C
ˇˇˇ
L
 Of  L  Nf ˇˇˇ
35 sup
QGy
Œ.x0;x0/C .f1;f1/1=2
Equality sign is reached as Of D Nf . That is Nf is minimax aposterioric estimate with
estimation error
a D sup
QGy
Œ.x0;x0/C .f1;f1/1=2
Further we consider case whenH .t;y ./ ;x .// depends on x ./ linearly. More-
over,
H .t;y ./ ;x .//DH .t;y .//x .t/ (4.5)
whereH .t;y .// 2 L.H;Y /.
Introduce functional
J .x0;f1;f2/D .Q0x0;x0/C
TR
t0
.Q1f1;f1/dtC
TR
t0
.Q2f2;f2/dtC
C
TR
t0
..t/ ;y .t/ H .t;y .//x .t/ D .t/f2 .t//dt
and consider the following aposterioric set
Gy D f.x0;f1/ W J .x0;f1;f2/ 1g (4.6)
Lemma 3. Aposterioric estimates of the problem (4.4)-(4.6) can be found as a
result of solution of the following system of equations with respect to p .t/ ; Ox .t/ ; O.t/  p0 .t/ A .t/p .t/DH .t;y .// O.t/ ;
p .T /D 0; (4.7)
d Ox.t/
dt
DA.t/ Ox .t/CB .t/Q 11 B .t/p .t/ ;
Ox .t0/DQ 10 p .t0/ ;
(4.8)
y .t/DH .t;y .// Ox .t/C 1
2
D .t/Q 12 D .t/ O.t/ (4.9)
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and have the following form
Of1 .t/DQ 11 B .t/p .t/ ; Of2 .t/D
1
2
Q 12 D .t/ O.t/ (4.10)
Proof. Calculate
d
d
J .x0C w;f1C g1;f2C g2/
ˇˇˇ
D0 D 2.Q0x0;w/C2
TR
t0
.Q1f1;g1/dtC
C2
TR
t0
.Q2f2;g2/dt  
TR
t0
..t/ ;H .t;y .//x .g1/ D .t/g2 .t//dt D
D 2.Q0x0;w/C2
TR
t0
.Q1f1;g1/dtC2
TR
t0
.Q2f2;g2/dt  
TR
t0
.D .t/.t/ ;g2/dt 
 
TR
t0
..t/ ;H .t;y .//x .g1//dt
Introduce adjoined function p.t/ as solution of equation
 p0 .t/ A .t/p .t/DH .t;y .// O.t/
Hence
d
d
J .x0C w;f1C g1;f2C g2/
ˇˇˇ
D0 D 2.Q0x0;w/C2
TR
t0
.Q1f1;g1/dtC
2
TR
t0
.Q2f2;g2/dt  
TR
t0
.D .t/.t/ ;g2/dtC .p .T / ;x .T //  .p .t0/ ;w/ 
 
TR
t0
.p .t/ ;A.t/x .t//dt  
TR
t0
.p .t/ ;B .t/g1 .t//dtC
TR
t0
.A .t/p .t/ ;x .t//dt D 0

Lemma 4. Let there exists G D D .t/Q 12 D .t/ 1. Then solution of system
(4.7)-(4.9) can be found in form
Ox .t/DP .t/p .t/Cq .t/ (4.11)
where q .t/ 2H is solution of problem
dq.t/
dt
DA.t/q .t/C2P .t/H .t;y .//G Œy .t/ H .t;y .//q .t/
q .t0/DO; O is null-vector, (4.12)
operator P .t/ 2 L.H;H/ is solution of the following Riccati equation8<:
dP .t/
dt
DA.t/P .t/CP .t/A .t/ 2P .t/H .t;y .//GH .t;y .//P .t/C
CB .t/Q 11 B  .t/
P .t0/DQ 10 :
(4.13)
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Proof. From (4.11) it follows that
d Ox .t/
dt
D dP .t/
dt
p .t/CP .t/p0 .t/Cq0 .t/ (4.14)
Using in (4.14) equations (4.7), (4.8) we have
A.t/ Ox .t/CB .t/Q 11 B .t/p .t/D dP .t/dt p .t/C
CP .t/
h
 A .t/p .t/ H .t;y .// O.t/
i
Cq0 .t/ (4.15)
Due to (4.9) we have
OD 2G Œy .t/ H .t;y .// Ox .t/
Since (4.15) it follows that
A.t/P .t/CB .t/Q 11 B .t/ 
dP .t/
dt
C
C P .t/A .t/ 2P .t/H .t;y .//GH .t;y .//P .t/	D
D ˚ A.t/q .t/ 2P .t/H .t;y .//Gy .t/C
C 2P .t/H .t;y .//GH .t;y .//q .t/Cq0 .t/	
Thus we obtained problem (4.12) for q.t/ and (4.13) for P .t/ . 
At last we consider case of differential equation (4.4) over space RnH, where
H is abstract Hilbert space and operator H .t;y .// has the form H .t;y .// D
.H1 .t/ ;O/, where H1 .t/ 2 Rmn, O is null-vector. Let vector x .t/ 2 RnH has
presentation x D

x1
x2

, where x1 2 Rn, x2 2H. Let we consider space Rm as
space of observations Y and Q2 2 Rmm. Then
y .t/DH1 .t/x1 .t/CD .t/f2 .t/ ;
whereD .t/f2 .t/ 2 Rm.
Further applying result [4] on presentation of linear operatorA2L.RnH;RnH/,
where H is abstract Hilbert space in the form
AD

A11 A12
A21 A22

;
whereA11 2 L.Rn;Rn/ ,A12 2 L.H;Rn/ ,A21 2 L.Rn;H/ ,A22 2 L.H;H/, we
lead to the following presentations of operators
A.t/D

A11 .t/ A12 .t/
A21 .t/ A22 .t/

;
P .t/D

P11 .t/ P21 .t/
P21 .t/ P22 .t/

;
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Q 11 D

Q111 Q
12
1
Q211 Q
22
1

;
B .t/D

B11 .t/ B12 .t/
B21 .t/ B22 .t/

;
where elements of operators belong to corresponding spaces.
In this case the problem (4.12) for q .t/D

q1 .t/
q2 .t/

results in problems
dq1.t/
dt
DA11 .t/q1 .t/CA12 .t/q2 .t/C2P11 .t/H1 .t/G Œy .t/ H1 .t/q1 .t/
q1 .t0/D 0;
dq2.t/
dt
DA21 .t/q1 .t/CA22 .t/q2 .t/C2P21 .t/H1 .t/G Œy .t/ H1 .t/q1 .t/
q2 .t0/DO;
and four problems for components of operator P .t/.
5. EXAMPLE
Let along interval of time .0; t1/ there are observed the function x.t/ 2 R1 and its
derivative dx.t/
dt
with error v.t/. The function x.t/ is solution of the equation
dx.t/
dt
D a.t/x.t/C
Z 1
0
.t/x.t   /d:
Function a.t/ is known and is continuous on Œ0; t1, .t/ is unknown function from
space L2.0;1/.
Assume, there are known restrictions for .t/ and measurements errors v.t/. We
determine the following set in the form
G D

.;v/ W q20
Z 1
0
2.t/dtCq22
Z t1
0
v2.t/dt  2

Then aposterioric set will have the form
Gy D
˚
 W Jy  2
	
;
where Jy./ D q20
R 1
0 
2./d C R t10 .y.t/  R 10 ./x.   s/ds/2q22 , where y.t/ D
dx.t/
dt
 a.t/x.t/.
Rewrite the problem in vector-like form. The observations are
y.t/D  h.t/;
L2.0;1/
Cv.t/;
Hereinafter
 
h.t/;
D  h.t/;
L2.0;1/
WD R 10 ./x.t   /d .
We write the equation for the parameter 
d
dt
D 0; .0/D 
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For aposterioric estimate of the parameter .t/D  which is based on observations
till the instant t1 we get the following boundary value problem
 d Op
dt
D h.t/q22.y.t/ 
 
h.t/; O.t//;
Op.t1/D 0;
d O.t/
dt
D 0;
O.0/D q 20 Op.0/
Due to these system of equations we can get integral equation for determining the
estimate of the function O./
O./C
Z 1
0
R.;1/ O.1/d1 D
Z 1
0
x.t   /q 20 q22y.t/dt ;
where R.;1/D
R t1
0 x.t   /x.t   1/dtq 20 q22 .
Based on the results which were obtained above it follows that the estimate of
parameter .t1/ using the observations till the instant t1 satisfies to the differential
equation
d O.t/
dt
DP 2.t/q22h.t/.y.t/ 
 
h.t/; O.t//;
O.0/D 0:
Here operator-function P .t/ is solution of the equation
dP .t/
dt
D P .t/h.t/˝h.t/q22P .t/;
P .0/D q 20 E;
which has the solution
P .t/D

q 20 EC
Z t
0
h.t/˝h./dq22
 1
;
where h./˝h./ is linear continuous operator mapping in the following way
h./˝h./x D h./ h./;x
Aposterioric error of such estimate has the form
a D sup
2Gy
j O.t1/  j D

2 Jy. O/
1=2
q 20 Cq22min.H /
 1=2
;
where min.H / is minimal eigenvalue of operatorH , whereH WD
R t1
0 h./˝h./d .
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Note that
a  

q 20 Cq22min.H /
 1=2
;
6. CONCLUSIONS
Thus the work considers the problem of differential equation parameter identi-
fication given in Hilbert space. Conditions of existence of problem solutions are
established. They correspond to conditions of continuous dependence of solutions of
differential equations on parameters. In case of linear model and space L2 condition
means convergence in mean quadratic sense on aprioric set.
A constructive algorithm of identification problem solution in Hilbert space is de-
veloped. It results in solution of corresponding boundary value problem. The way
of its reduction to Cauchy problems is offered, one partial case allowing problem
solution not only in operator form is considered.
In the next works solution of Problems 1 and 2 should be considered in case of
models given by integro-differential equations.
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